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The paper deals with a socio-economic model of planned national and regional development. 
The development is regarded as a result of accumulation of production factors (i.e. labour, capital, 
etc.}, which are controlled by the decision center in such a way that the consumption per head is 
allocated among different population groups (in preworking, working, post working age) in the 
form of salaries, stipends, allowances for families with many children, pensions for the retired, etc., 
in such a way that a given utility funotion attains maximum. The impact of the consumption allo
cation on fertility is investigated. The results obtained are used for determining the optimum de
mographic and migration policies for the allocation of labour force in regional systems. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years an increasing interest in the problems of modelling and fore
casting of regional and national development can be observed. The general develop
ment process is usually accompanied by transition of production factors: the labor 
force and capital. The transition of labor is one of the main factors which determine 
the population migrations. The transition in education level, research and deve
lopment, associated with the so called "scientific. and technical revolution" , also 
follows. The resulting increase in consumption per head as well as the increase of 
health-level is the main cause of the so called "transition in demography". 

Before the transition begins life expectancy is less than 30 years. The average 
woman has many children but only about half of them survives. When the transi
tion is complete life expectancy reaches 70 years, the average woman has slightly 
more than two children and the population grows rather slowly. Sometimes a ferti
lity stimulating policy is needed. 

Generally speaking, the transition in development processes can be studied from 
two points of view. The first uses the descriptive approach, which assumes the de
velopment to be predetermined by some endogeneous factors, not expressed expli
citely in the model. The second approach, called normative, assumes that the growth 
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processes can be controlled (e.g. by government activities) according · to the given 
goals of development. 

In the present research the normative approach to the development has been 
. used. According to that approach we start with the economy, described by an exten
sion of the neo-classic production function, with the centrally planned a~ocation 
of production factors. 

As the main development goal, the integrated GNP and consumption per head 
has been used. Using the so called "factor coordination principle" and an extension 
of the classic "goldenrule of development'' theorem, the best strategy of develop
ment, in terms of factor endowments can be formulated. That theory requires that 
the factors grow in a ·coordinated fashion. For example, the growth of capital 
(resulting out of investment strategy) is correlated with the growth of labor, keeping 
the capital per head on the given (generally changing, exponentially in time) level. 

Under the optimum strategy the consumption per head is predetermined. Since 
the supply of labor depends on fertility, which in turn depends on the consumption 
allocation (such an approach became popular in recent years due to the works 
of the so called "household economists"), our research is also concerned with the 
allocation of consumption among different population groups. The consumption 
should be allocated in such a way that the given utility function is maximized. 

In the model discussed, the following four groups of population have been 
introduced: 

L 0 =part of population in pre working age, 
L 1 =the working part of population in working age, 
L 2 =the non working part of population in working age, 
L3 =part of population in post working age. "-
The utility introducted in the model takes into account the consumption per 

head in each group L;, i=O, 1, ... , 3. 
Then the optimum strategy of allocation of consumption, i.e., the salaries, 

can be derived. It is shown that in a stable population the optimum strategy of 
income allocation and optimum population policy can be coordinated. 
Then a fertility model, which depends on consumption per head (by L;, i =0, ... , 3) 
can be introduced and it is possible to find the population growth resulting out 
of the optimal develop:tnent pblicy. 

Using that approach it is also possible to investigate the econo11;1ic system con
sisting of two sectors: agriculture and the rest of the economy. The optimum allo
cation of production factors in this system can be derived and the impact of the 
technological change can be investigated. In particular, the transition in sectors 
erhployment and the resulting migration pattern between the rural and urban areas 
can be studied. 

In the planned economy the transition of labour can be achieved, generally 
speaking, by two kinds of policies: 

a) the (long term) demographic policy, which affects the fertility in urban and 
rural areas, 

b) the (short term) migration policy, which affects the migration pattern. 
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The implementation of these policies requires, generally speaking, the expendi
tures, which reduce the expected benefits, resulting out of the optimum strategy 
in allocation of resources. 

As shown in the paper an optimum strategy exists which takes into account 
the expected cost and benefits and that strategy can be derived in the numerical 
form. Starting with that strategy it is also possible to derive the optimum strategy 
of investments, personal and aggregate consumption, expenditures connected with 
demographic and migration policies, etc. 

The general idea, which we have tried to emphasize in the present paper, is based 
on the belief that the optimum strategy of development should take into account 
(besides the economic factors such as capital investment), the socio-economic 
factors - '(such as the demographic factors and migrations) and environment 
pollution impact. 

2. Optimum allocation of resources 

Consider the socio-economic model of development shown in Fig. 111. The 
general assumption is that economic growth, i.e., the output production Y, is influ
enced by three main feed backs: 

1) accumulation of capital K due to the investments Z 2 ; 

Foreign trade 

lhvestmi-"e"-'n,_t - -'\ 

Population model 

Fig. 1. Socio-economic model of development 

l) That model was studied also in Ref. [4, 5]. 
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2) technical progress, due to the government expenditures z., v = 3, ... , m, 
in health, education research and development, etc., which can also be regarded 
as the so -.called aggregate consumption; 

3) employment L 1 which depends on demographic factors and first of all on 
fertility (which in turn depends on allocation of consumption among different 
population groups), migration, etc. 

The model also uses a normative approach to planning and management of 
development. The decision center DC. is concerned with the optimum allocation 
of resources, i.e., the allocation of GNP Y, among the personal consumption (Z1), 

investments (Z2) and aggregate consumption (Z., v = 3, ... , m) in such a way that the 
given utility function ul is maximum. 

The Socio-economic Policy Center is concerned with the allocation of Z 1 among 
the different population groups in such a way that the given utility function u2 
is maximum. 

In the planned economies these two decisions centers (in Poland the Planning 
Commission and the Committee for Prices and Wages) cooperate closely to realize 
the common development goal. 

It is assumed that the output production intensity y (t), depends on a number 
of production (development) factors intensities, F. (t), v = 1, ... ,m, which repre
sent the employment (v = 1), capital stock (v =2) and the level of health, education, 
research and development etc., (v =3, ... ,m). 

Using the general methodology developed in Ref. [4] to the model investigated, 
it is possible to describe the mapping z-+f-+y, by the production function: 

m 

y(t)=A ellt n [,fv(t)]R"' (1) 
v~l 

m 

where }; Pv = 1. A, .u =given positive constants. 
V= 1 

The functions fv are generally nonlinear, dynamic operators of z.. A typical 
operator of that type is: 

t 

fv(t)=J. J e-<>v(t-t) [zv (r-T.)]av dr 2) (2) 
-oo 

where: 0< cr..< 1, Jv =given positive constants, zv (r) =factor expenditure intensity. 
It should be observed that f. (z.) is a strictly concave, dynamic operator. There 

is a constant delay Tv between the input and output. The factor fv (t) depreciates 
!n time with the time constant Jv. As shown in [5] the formation of capital (due 
to the investment Z 1), or the education, research and development-level etc., (due 
to government expenditures z., v=3, ... , m) can be described by (2). In the case of 
labour, i.e., v = 1, there are no inertial effects involved and it is possible to assume 
T1 =0, cr. 1 =1, J 1 -+oo so that/1 (t)=z 1 (t), i.e., employment is expressed in mone
tary terms (salaries). 

2
) The variables z., Yv are assumed to be continuous in time which is a matter of convenience 

rather than general philosophy. 
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It should be observed that in the planning practice instead of dealing with time 
variables, y (t),J. (t) v = 1, ... ,m, the integrated, discounted values : 

T m 

Y= J e-lt y(t) dt, }, = Jl + }; },, [J., (3) 
0 V= 1 

T 

Fv= f e-}.vt J.(t)dt, v=l, ... ,m, (4) 
0 

where /,, Av =discount rates, F 1 =L 1 =labour resources, T= given planning hori
zon; are being used. 

In the case when the amount of factors F., v = 1, ... , m, is given one would like 
to know how the factors should change in time in order to maximize Y, subject 
to (4). 

Using the generalized Holder inequality 

[vg (/Jv (t) dt~!] {/1 (/Jv (t)l* dt r' 
rp.(t)={e-lvt fv(t)}PV, 

which becomes an equality when (almost everywhere): 

1 

Cv I (/Jv (t) I/Jv = I rp 1 (t) I/J', Cv =const; V =2, ... , m ; 

one finds: 
• F. I 

fv (t) = f.(t) = F
1 

e(lv -;.,) t /1 (t), V =2, ... , m. (5) 

One finds also that under optimum strategy 
m 

Y=Y(/)=A n Ftv . (6) 
v=l 

The obtained result indicates that Y attains the maximum value (6) when the 
factors fv (t), v=l, ... , m, change in coordinated fashion. The relations (5) · will be 
called therefore the principle of factor coordination. According to that principle 
the capital, education, research and development etc., should change along with 
employment in fixed proportions. 

If the employment growth rate is /,1 the 
strategy is: 

y 
output growth rate p = y under (5) 

m 

V = 1 

The variables Y, F., v = 1, ... , m, in (3) (4) are expressed in natural units. Intro-
ducing the price p of the output Y and prices w. =v = 1, .. . , m, for rental of factors, 
which satisfy the relation: 

m p=cn wev , c =const. 
v=1 
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it is .also possible to express (4) in monetaryunits Fv=WvFv. v·=l, .:.,m.· Assuming 
fv (t) = 1, .for T ~ oo one gets by virtue of ( 4) 

- Fv 
wv= AvFv= - , v=l, ... ,m, 

iv 

where Tv is the time period in which the factor original value Fv depreciates to zero. 

Since 
m 

F '\'-p = L..J Wv v 

V= 1 

represents the total expenditure on factor endowments it is natural to assume 
F= Y. Then a problem of finding optimum values Fv=Fv, v=l, ... , m, which ma
ximize (6), can be solved. It can be shown that 

A /Jv 
Fv = -:::::- Y, v=l, ... , m. (7) 

W v 

Fv 
Introducing the variables Wv = F

1 

, v =2, ... , m, one gets by virtue of (7) the 

following conditions for the output maximizing strategy. 

When Fv, v=l, .. . ,m, are known and the employment / 1 (t)=l(t) is given it 
is possible to find by using (5) and (2) the necessary expenditures zv (t), v=2, ... , m, 
t E [0, T]. 

Another possible approach is to find zv (t) rather by using the factor coordina-,_ 
tion principle (5) and the constraints of the form: 

n,. 
}; Z v (t) ~y (f), (8) 

V=l 

or 
m T 

}; J Z v (t) dt~ Y . (9). 
v = 1 0 

Such an approach has been used in the Ref. [4]. In the present paper we shall 
deal however, with the integrated (within the planning horizon) variables. That 
approach simplifies the calculation and does not obscure the basic issues studied 
in the paper. 

When the planning horizon T is long enough it is also possible (see Ref. [5]) 
to regard the labour supply as a result of the demographic policy, changing the 
fertility and the birth rate . The factor coordination principle can be used in that 
case to find the best demographic policy (assuming the cost of implementation of 
that policy to be given) . · 
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The output maximizing strategy · [5] may not satisfy the consumers and maxi
mization of the consumption per head is assumed sometimes as the main develop
ment goal. According to that approach and factor coordination principle we would 
like to find Wv = W,., v=2, ... ,m, which maximize the consumption per head, i.e. 

(10) 

Since U1 is a strictly concave differential function the conditions of optimality 
become: 

dU1 m • 

- =[J. pA WPi-t n wPv_Q) . =0 i=2, ... ,m. 
dW. ' 1 V ' ' 

t v=2 · 

(11) 

v:;i:i 

(:). 

Denoting In Wi=v;, [Ji;A =ai, i=2, ... ,m, the system of equation (11) becomes 

Assuming that 

m 

([Ji-1)vi+.}; fJvvv=lna., i=2, ... ,m. 
t· = 2 
V#: i 

• •• 1' #0, 
... [J,-1 

(12) 

one can easily find the set of positive numbers Wv = Wv , v =2, ... , m, which consti
tute the solution of the linear system of equations (12). 

Setting Wv, v =2, ... ,m, into (10) one can derive also the maximum consumption 
per head employed or, more accurately, the gross salary w1 . 

The strategy described by (12) can be regarded as an extension of the classical 
"golden rule theorem", which was originally proved for m =2 and an exponentially 
growing labour. Since in the present model we are dealing with the integrated 
variables it is possible to avoid the last assumption which is very restrictive. 

It should be observed that in the present model we can also avoid the assumption 
made in classical golden rules, that factor ratios, i.e., capital/labour= W1 = const. 
at each time instant. That assumption is replaced by less restrictive factor coordi
nation principle. 

Under factor coordination principle (5) and consumption maximizing strategy 
(12) the factors grow with different rates, i.e . . 

!v (t) ~ . ) . 
- -= W e<J.v-"1 t v-2 m !1 (t) V > - ' ••• , • 

(13) 

However, when the employment intensity l (t) = / 1 (t) is given exogeneously 
the zv, v =2, ... ,m expenditures, derived by solving the equations 

t 

t5v f e-~.<t-t) z~v(r-T.) dr= W. l(t) 
-eo 
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I.e. 

may violate the constraints (8), (9). A possibility also exists to solve the problem 
in the expenditures space Z, i.e. 

max U1 (z) 
:;EZ 

subject to the constraints (8), (9). When T is a short time interval the strategy 
z (t) = z (t), t E [0, T], obtained in that way, may not satisfy the relations 

Fv(z) ~ · 
F

1 
(z) = Wv v=2, ... , m. (14) 

However, it is possible to show, that when the factors reach the required levels, 
i.e. Wv = W., v =2, ... , m, the growth will follow the optimum strategy (13). The 
obtained value of U1 (W) can be then regarded as the maximum possible consumption 
per working head, in the stabilized situation (14). 

3. Optimum allocation of consumption and the demographic 
policy impact 

In the present section we shall assume that 051 = U1 is given (determined by the 
strategy of allocation of resources z) and the problem consists in finding the best 
strategy of allocation of 051 among different pop.ulation groups. For that reason 
051 will be regarded as the average gross salary imputed to one worker in the planning 
interval T. The standard government policy in the planned economy is to impose 
a tax t 1 on the gross salary 051 , so that net average wage per worker is w 1 = 051 (1 - t 1). 

The difference 051 11 is used for financial support of different population groups 
in the form of allowances for families with many children, stipends, paid leaves 
for working mothers, pensions for retired people, etc. 

The socio-economic policy center (see Fig. 1) is therefore concerned with the 
best allocation of 051 among the different population groups L;, i=O, 1, 2, 3. We 
shall assume a "salary" wi to be attached to each Li group, so that the following 
condition holds: 

where Li are group-population resources in [0, T], i.e. 
T 

Li = J li (t) dt, li (t) =population number in the year t m group i. 
0 

(15) 

The Li are closely related to the numbers of population in the age sub-intervals: 
N 0 =number of people in the preworking age [0, IX], 
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N 1 =number of people in the working age [ex., p], 
N 2 =number of people in the post-working age [p, w]. 

Obviously not all the people in the working age are employed and it is neces
sary to split theN1 into two partsL1 =XN1 =the working part ofNt>Li =(1-X)N1 = 
the non-working part of N1 . As a result we get: 

~ L; No 1-X N 2 

w1~ L.,; wl XN =wo XN +w1 +wz----x-+w3 XN . 
i=O ' 1 1 

(16) 

It should be noted that the constraint (16) does not take into account the allo
cation of consumption within the family, which is the basic social unit with common 
household. Assuming that the population investigated consists of M typical families 
with a; members of each group L; (i.e. L; =Nla;, i =0, 1, 2, 3) and that the corres
ponding members consume an average k;, the family budget contraint can be written 
in the form 

3 3 

2 a;w;+I= 2 a;k;+s, 
i=O i=O 

where I denotes the additional (besides employment) forms of family income, 
s=family savings. 

The problems of allocation of consumption within the family will not be stu
died here. However, when k;, I, s are given, it is possible to supply (16) with the 
additional constraints of the form: 

3 3 

}; a; w;<:}; a; k;+s-I. (16') 
i=O i=O i 

The socio-economic policy center is concerned with the maximization of an 
utility function which takes into account the consumption by different L; groups 
and the leisure time (which has a value proportional to the cost of consumption 
lost, i.e., (1-X) w;). In the present paper the simple utility which takes into account 
these factors will be investigated: 

3 

U2 =w~o (w 1 X)"~ [w 1 (1-X)]"~ w~z w~3 =X"l (1-X)"~ n w7', (17) 
i= 0 

3 

where n=n~+ni,}; n;=n. 
i=l 

The value of n generally speaking, should be less unity, what corresponds to 
the decreasing return to scale with respect to the consumption growth. The impact 
.of deterioration of environmental quality due to the increased consumption can be 
handled by introducing in (17) additional factor of the form: 

3 n (e; W;)-<t, 

i=O 
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e;, e; =given positive constants, which specifies the L; group contributions to the 
·environment pollution. The net result is a decrease of n; by e;, i.e. the n; numbers 
in (17) should be replaced by n; =n; -e;, and 

3 

n=n- .2: e;. 
i=O 

It should be noted that introducing a typical form of utility (17) rather than 
a general function U (w0 , • • . , w 3 , X, ... ), we are able to derive more specific and 
concrete relations. The product form of (17) enables substitutions and preferences 
among variables W;, i=O, 1, 2, 3, to take place. The function (17) is strictly concave 
so the unique optimum strategy (in terms of w;) exists for the given budgetary con
straints. The n;, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, coefficients should be regarded as the components 
of the socioeconomic policy objectives. They determine the socio-economic de
velopment strategy in terms of w;. 

The mai~ problem which faces the socio-economic policy center, is therefore 
to find the W;=W;, i=O, 1, 2, 3, which maximize U2 (w) subject to (16). Assuming 

N 0 Nz 
that N

1 
, N

1 
do not depend much on the w;, i=O, 1, 2, 3, it is possible to sl'tow 

that the optimum values ill; , which maximize (17) subject to (16) become: 

The advantage of relations (18) is that they are simple enough so it is possible 
N N 

to use the statistical data regarding N: , N: , X, W;, i = 1, 2, 3, and identify the past 

policy objectives in terms of n; parameters. The utility parameters determined ex 
post can be then used ex ante when the model is used for forecasting purposes. 

When (18) strategy is used one gets 

where: a=n0 +n~+n2 +n3, fJ=n~-n2 . 

When ex:> 0, fJ> 0, it is possible to find X =X, which maximize (19). 
function U2 (X) is concave we find X by solving the equations 

which yields 

U~(X)=O 

A ex: n-n~ 
x=-- =--

a+/3 n-nz' 

(19) 

Since the 

(20) 

as the optimum leisure to working time ratio of the population concerned. That 
coefficient does not usually change much. In Poland, in the years 1970-1973, 
X was arround 0.83 . 
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Assuming X to be given we can be concerned now with tht< utility 

(21) 

The simpliest situation exists when . we deal with a stable population, having 
the growth rate r. In that case (see Ref [3]): · 

p 

J e-:ra p (a) da 

" 
11. 

J e-ra p (a) da 
0 

p 

J e-ra p (a) da 

CO 

J e-ra p (a) da 
p 

where p (a) =number-living column of the life table with radix unity- the function 
determining survivorship. 

Assuming, as an example: 

' fJ (J) 

and - = 3, -=4 one gets 
(J. (J. 

N 1 N 1 l+R 
No =R (l+R), N2 =~, (22) 

where R=e-( ).+ r)a. 

It should be observed that 

(
N 1 (r))' dR 
No (r) =(1 +2R) dr =- CJ. (1 +2R)<0, 

(
N 1 (r))' 2.+R dR 2+R 
N

2
(r) = -y dr =CJ. y >O. 

N N 
So an increase in population growth rate r decreases u 

1 
and increases N 

1 
• As 

Jvo 2 

a result of these changes the population growth may increase the financial sup
port for retired and may results in an increase of utility. At the same time the de
creased financial support for the L0 group may reduce that benefit. Samuelson 
(Ref. [10]) has shown that when consumption per capita is divided between two 
groups of population (productive and economical dependent) the golden rule fa
vours population growth. After finding the best consumption strategy it is then 
possible to find the optimum value of population growth rate which maximizes 
the utility. 
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As shown in Fig. 2, the optimum value of r for the example (22) and :n:0 = 
2:n:3 = 1/4, also exists. 

Nr Nr Uz 

N/No Dz 

5 2.5 

4 2.0 

3 1.5 

2 1.0 

1 a5 

0 0 

0 

u2 
u; 

0.3 0.5 

N1/N2- (H1 2)jQ 2 

N1/No= R(1+R) 
U2/ D2. ( 1+Rj3!s(1-R)'/B 
R- e-;,.,{?.•7) 

0.35 0 o.(J.+1) 

0.7 1.0 R 

Fig. 2. The utility and population structure as a function of demographic growth rate 

I 

It should be observed that the utility (17) differs from the Samuelson formula
tion. First of all (17) takes into account the allocation of consumption in terms 
of salaries mainly. Obviously, in order to have a model which should explain how 
the optimum stable growth rate P is related to the national development it is neces
sary to take also into account a number of non-economical factors and objectives. 
First of all the effects of depletion of natural resources and deterioration of envi
ronment due to population congestion shoul~ be introduced in the utility function. 
It is also necessary to take into account the parents happiness resulting out of family 
life, i.e. having children and grandparents. That effect can be introduced in (21) 
by assuming 

Uz =const. (;; r (;; f', Po, P3 >0. (22) 

Then, in order to have a more realistic model, which could be used for finding 
the optimum growth rate P for the population studied it is necessary to replace 
:n:o, :n: 3 in (21) by no= no--:: 8o- Po. n3 = n3- 83- P3, where 8o, 83 represent the con
gestion effect. 

Assuming that an idealised population has arrived under a socio-economic 
and demographic policy to a stable development we can formulate the correspond
ing necessary and sufficient condition for that policy to be optimum. In other 
words we shall find the conditions under which r =r maximize the utility function (21). 
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For that purpose one can use the relations3
): 

(23) 

where T; (0) is the average age in Ni class. 
It is possible to show that 

Then, the necessary condition of optimality" becomes 

(24) 

where 
rp (r) = ii0 [T0 (r)- T1 (r)] + ii3 [T2 (r)- T1 (r)]. 

The sufficient condition of optimality for r =f, (which is the unique solution 
of (24)) becomes: 

The conditions (24), (25) can be also written: 

T1 (f)- T0 (f) n 3 T~ (f)- T~ (f) n3 

T2 (f)- T1 (f)= n0 ' T~ (f)- T~ (f)> n0 • 

It can be shown that 

(25) 

(26) 

so there is no optimum value of age limits a, fJ maximizing utility. However, these 
parameters can be used as additional demographic policy variables. For example, 
the conditions (26) can be satisfied not only by changing r but as well by changing 
the C<, fJ, parameters. An increase of the lower working age limit rx, will increase 
T0 (r) and T1 (r) but it has no effect on T2 (r). In the same way an increase of fJ, 
increases T1 (r), T2 (r) but not T0 (r). An increase of w, (due to the better health 
services) change T2 (r) but not T 0 (r) and T1 (r). 

Regarding the n0 , n3 parameters as instruments of long term socio-economic 
policy it is possible to see that the optimality conditions (26) can be also satisfied 

by changing :
3 

. These two policies should be coordinated in order to satisfy the 
no 

equilibrium conditions (26). When the demographic policy is coordinated, accord
ing to (26), the supply of labour and the development strategy (derived in Sec. 2) 
is completely determined. 

3 l I am indebted to Prof. N. Keyfitz for suggesting that approach to me. 

4 
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In the model .investigated so far we have neglected the p0ssible impact of ferti
lity changes (due to the changes in wi, i =0, 1, 2, 3) on the population groups 
N0 ,N1> N2 • 

In order to find that impact it is necessary to introduce a fertility model, which 
takes into account the existing empirical facts and theories. There is vast literature 
on that subject (see for example the survey given in Ref. [2]). In the microeconomic 
analysis of fertility one can identify two distinct kinds of models: those which apply 
the traditional micro-economic models and those that apply · Becker-Lancaster 
(Ref. [1, 6]) methods of analysis. The traditional models can be classified at least 
in four groups. 

The fj.rst group regards children as a by-product of sexual activity so that a 
decrease of marriage age increases the number of children per family. The second 
group regards children as investment goods so the parents choose between the 

Wz 
current and future consumption. According to that theory when - increases 

wl . 
the fertility should decrease (because the parents are not so much dependent at reti
rement on the financial support of their children). The third group regards children 
as consumption goods, i.e. the parents choose between children and all other com-

Wo . 
modities. An increase in - would increase the fertility because the cost of having 

(Vl 

children decreases (as compared to the cost of other commodities). It is argued, 
however, that an increase of cv1 may not increase the number of ohildren because 
the cost of bringing up a child is less for less income families. It was argued for 
example that fertility as a function of income (i.e. w 1) takes an U form shape. "' 

The fourth group of models assumes that the parents make a choice between 
child quality and quantity as consumer goods. The Becker-Lancaster approach 
is based on the so called "household economy". Becker studied for example, ferti
lity in terms of commodities such as "quality of children", which is produced by 
inputs of goods and parental time. More children here need more parental time. 
If the parents work they have no time for bringing up the children. Taking into 
account the existing theories in fertility, and their relations to our wi, i=O, 1, 2, 3, 
variables, it is possible to introduce the following fertility function: 

(

(V )ao ( W )a3 
F(w)=a(y) w: w: x-a, (l-XY2

, (27) 

where (:: ro takes into account the increase in fertility due to an increase of the 

financial support for children; 

(::) a

3 

takes into account the decrease in fertility by increased support of the 

retired; x -a, the decrease of fertility resulting out of increased working time (the 
working parents have no time to raise children); (1-X)-<%2 the increase of fertility 
out of increased leisure time; a (y) takes into account all the exogeneous factors, 
such as ethical views, religion, etc. 
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In the case when fertility increases along with Oh (starting from w 1 =<'01 ) it is 
necessary to assume a: 3 -a:0 <0 and IZ3 -IZ0 >0 in the opposite case (w1 <w1). 

Using the fertility model proposed and assuming that the model parameters 
do not depend on the age structure the constraints (16) can be now written in the 
form: 

w0 N 0 (r) 1-X w3 N 2 (r) 
051 ~X· N

1 
(r) 7-w1 +wz X+X N1 (r)' (28) 

where r can be computed by solving the equation 

" 
' F(w)Je- rap(a)m(a)da=1 (29) 

0 

where: m (a) =the probability of a woman a years of age having a child in the in
terval (a, a+da). 

Now we can try to solve the problem of finding W; =w;, i =0, 1, 2, 3, which maxi
mize (17) subject to the nonlinear constraints (28) (29). That problem can be solved 
numerically by using, e.g. the well known gradient projection technique. 

It should be observed that using the present model we aze able to endogenize 
(at least in theory) most of the demographic parameters, which affect the labour 
supply and optimum growth strategies. However, many parameters expressed by 
vector Y in (27) remain still exogeneous. 

4. Optimization of migration policies in regional systems 

In Section 2 we dealt with allocation of resources in integrated one sector eco
nomy. In the present section we shall . assume that we ha:ve. n different regional 
systems, each described by different utility functions U; (Fv;). The central government 
is concerned with the allocation of resources among different regions in such a way 
that the resulting utility 

n 

U = }; U; (F.;) 
i= 1 

attains maximum, subject to the constraints 

n 

.}; F.;~F., v=1 , ... ,m. 
i:::::: 1 

The regional utilities can be assumed, according to (6), in the form: 

m 

U =Rq'nFIIv, 
L i Vi ' 

v=l 

Ill 

where: {J; =}; {J.; <I, q; = 1- [J,, R; =given positive constants. 
v=l 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 
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The optimum allocation strategies Fvi =Fvi for the simple case fJvi = fJv, i = 1, ... 
... , n, become [4] 

Under optimum strategy (33) one gets: 

' m m 

U=U(FvJ=Rq n Ft·, q=1- _2; fJv>O. 
V= 1 V= 1 

(33) 

(34) 

Generally speaking, the introduction of regional transition of production factors 
gives us more possibilities to realize the optimum allocation of factor's strategies, 
formulated in Sec. 2, than in the closed simple sector economic system. 

By virtue of (33) one finds in particular the optimum labour allocation strategy: 

Li 

L 

Ri . R, 1 = 1, ... , n, 

where L is the total labour force. 

If the labour is not allocated in the optimum manner a reallocation process 
is needed. The reallocation of labour by means of migrations may be connected 
with additional costs and one would like to know what are the net benefits resulting 
out of labour transition, or - what is the best migration strategy. In order to find 
that strategy we start with the following benefit function: · 

m m 

LIU=U- _2; Ri' n [FvJP•', (34) 
i+1 V=1 

which says how much the economy will gain when instead of the existing allocation 
of resources Fv,, v = 1, .. . :., m, i = 1, ... , n, one uses the optimum strategy f.,, v = 1, ... , m, 
i = 1, ... , n. (33) 

In particular, consider a system consisting of two sectors, such as the agriculture 
and the rest of the economy. During the transition period the labour migrates from 
the country to urban centers. In the planned economy that migration process can 
be influenced by government policy, which is motivated by the expected cost-bene
fits arguments. In order to find out the best policy, in that respect it is necessary 
to investigate a model with expected labour supplies and demands. Assuming in 
our general model m= 1, n =2, [J11 = {J12 = [J, the formula (34) can be written in the 
following form: 

Ll V= 0- R'J. L~ - R'i I!;, . 
Since 

one gets 
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Assume that the labour supply in the two regions investigated to be Ll> L 2 

respectively (L1 + L2 =L), and 1 1 > L 1 , 1 2 <L2 • The difference between demands 
1 1,12 and supplies L 1 , L2 can be made zero by introducing migration L 1., i.e. 

11 =L1 +L11 , L2 =L1 -L,,. 

Then the problem boils down to finding L 11 =1,, which maximize the benefits: 

(35) 

where CiL (L11 ) migration costs. 
In the more general case one can assume that L 1 , L2 depend on the vectors 

of variables ( 1t1 , 1t2) representing the components of the socio-economic and 
demographic policies in the two regions respectively 'and (35) can be replaced by 

L1 (L11 , 1t
1

, 1t
2

) =Ut [l1 ( 1t
1) + Lll] + U2 [i2 ( 1t

2
)-L,,]- Cll [Lfl]. (36) 

The present simple model can be easily generalized to include the migrations 
among the n given regions, as well as the costs of transition of all the remaining 
factors, and first of all -the transfer of capital. 

It should be observed that the demographic policy is especially effective in the 
case of long planning intervals. In the case of short planning intervals more effec
tive is the optimal migration policy. The general problems of migration policy 
and migration models were studied in many papers (see Ref. [9, 11]. In the present 
paper we are concerned mainly with the optimization of migration and demographic 
policies within the general framework of complex socio-economic development. 

It should be also observed that in order to have a good normative model for 
investigation of the optimum demographic and migration policies it is necessary 
to take into account the technological change impact and the comparative advan
tages, which determine the regional development opportunities. 

Such a model, called MRI has been constructed recently at the Polish Academy 
of Sciences (see Ref. [4]) (the general structure of that model is shown in Fig. 1). 
Using that model we were able to find the forecasts of demands for labour in diffe
rent sectors of the Polish economy. In particular we were able to derive the fore
casts of labour demands in agriculture (La (t)) and the rest of the economy ( Lr (t)) 
(up to 1985) for different development strategies, taking into account such factors 
as the expected changes of terms of trade in foreign trade, change in technology of 
production, change of labour efficiency, etc. Generally speaking the demands 
1,. (t), La (t), has differed from the expected forecasts of natural supply of labour 
in agriculture La (t) and the rest of the economy: Lr (t). The expected natural migra
tion forecasts between the rural and urban areas shows that natural migration will 
be unable to solve the problem so the control of migration seems to be inevitable. 
In the research, which is now under way, we are trying to find the expected bene
fits, which result out of the changes in general development strategies, the necessary 
labour migrations, and cost connected with the induced migrations. The migration 
costs in Poland are connected mainly with building new houses and other facilities 
in urban areas. 
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According to some forecasts about 7-7-10 millions of people should be trans
ferred from the country to urban areas up to the year 2000. That amount of migrants 
creates a difficult problem in the construction of new houses and other expendi
tures. According to some opinions in the long run a demographic policy which 
would increase the present slow demographic growth at large cities, like Warszawa 
(5.4 per 1000 in 1975) and - decrease (about three times larger) growth in the 
country- would be beneficiary. Since the percentage of people employed by 
government is bigger in the cities than in the country a program of stimulation of 

fertility by means of increasing Wo would affect first of all the urban population. 
wl 

However, the social cost of growing labour in the country is generally less than 
in large cities. An important problem for national and regional optimum planning 
consists therefore in deriving the strategy of allocation of the expenditures 
cl, and the best strategy of the demographic policy (in terms of 7t1 ' 7t2 ) in 
such a way that the benefits (36) attain maximum. Using the methodology proposed 
one can derive also the optimum strategies in allocation of the Fv factors (in parti
cular the labour force L 1) and the utility in terms of W;, i = 0, 1, 2, 3. 

The optimum values of factors F., v =2, ... ,m derived in that manner can be 
also used for finding the demands for employment in noh productive sectors of the 
economy such as education, health service, research & development, etc. (which 
was in Poland in 1973 alniost 13 % of the total employment with an increasing 
tendency). 
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migracyjnych 

W artykule rozpatruje sic< spoleczno-ekonomiczny model planowego rozwoju kraju i regionu. 
Rozw6j traktuje sic< jako wynik akumulacji czynnik6w produkcji (tj. sily roboczej, kapitalu itd.), 
kt6ra jest sterowana przez centrum decyzyjne tak, :i:e konsumpcja na glowc< jest przydzielana do 
r6:i:nych grup ludnosci (w wieku przedprodukcyjnym, produkcyjnym i poprodukcyjnym) w postaci 
plac, stypendi6w, swiadczen dla rodzin wielodzietnych, rent i emerytur itd., w taki spos6b, :i:eby 
dana funkcja celu osiqgala maksimum. Bada sic< wplyw alokacji konsumpcji na rozrodczosc. Otrzy
mane wyniki wykorzystuje sic< do okreslania optymalnych strategii demograficznych i migracyjnych 
dla przydzialu sily roboczej w systemach regionalnych. 

06 OQTUMH3anJUt )l;eMOrpa!IJuqecKUX U MHrpanuoHHbiX CTpa
Teruu B 06lfleCTBeHH0-3KOHOMHqecKOH MO)l;eJIH pOCTa 

B pa6ore paccMaTpHsaercH o6~ecrseHHO-JKOHOMWieCKal! MO!J,em, rmaHosoro pa3BHTHll 
CTpaHbl H perHOHa. Pa3BHTHe rrpmmMaeTCl! KaK pe3ym.raT HaKOITJICHHll <jlaKTOpOB IlpOH3BO)J,CTBa 
(T.e. pa6o'feM CHJJbi, KarrHTaJJa H T.!J,.), KOTOpoe ynpaBJil!eTCll IIOCpe)J,CTBOM QeRTpa IlpHHl!THll pe
ffJCHHM TaK, '!TO IIOTpe6neHHe Ha ,[(yrny paTrrpe,[(eJil!CTCl! Ha pa3HhiC rpyiTIIhl HaCeJieRHll (B ,[(0-
JipOH3BO,[(CTBeHROM, rrpOR3BO,[(CtBeHHOM H JIOCJICllpOH3BO,[(CTBeHHOM B03pacre) B BH,[(e 3aprrJiaT, 
CTHIIeH,[(HH, JIOMOII(H MHOfO,[(C'THbiM CeMbl!M, rreRCHH H T.,[(., TaKHM o6pa30M, 'iT06h! ,[(aHHal! 
<jlyHKQHl! QeJIH ,[(OCTHTaJia MaKCHMYMa. Mccne.zzyercl! BJIHHRHe pacrrpe,[(eJieRHH rrorpe6neRHH Ha· 
pO)f(,[(aCMOCTh. ilOJiy'iCHHhie pe3ym.TaThl HCIIOJih3Y!OTCll IlpH OllpC,[(CJieHHH OllTHMaJibHhiX ,[(eMO
rpa<jlR'feCKHX R MHTpaQHOHHhiX crpareraiii )J,Jil! pacnpe!J,eJieHHl! pa6oqei1: · CHJihi B pernoHaJihHDIX 
CHCTCMaX. 




